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Abstract

Geographic information systems demand the processing of complex data using specialized operations, not available in traditional
database systems. Even though there exist commercial systems
that provide some of these facilities, there is a lack of proper support, which should cover not only the implementation but also
the design stage. This paper answers this latter need, providing
a framework for modelling geographic information systems using
the paradigm of object orientation. The framework is a result of
joint work of database researchers and GIS users, in developing
environmental control applications.

1 Introduction
Data intensive geographic applications such as cartography, urban or
environmental planning are built using Geographic Information Systems
(GIS). A GIS is an automated system that performs data management
and retrieval operations for a special class of data { georeferenced data.
This term usually refers to data about geographic phenomena associated with its (geographical) location (e.g., vegetation or soil for a given
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region). The basis for storing physical location information of georeferenced data is spatial data [Fra91], which is the general name for special
data structures and storage techniques to represent multidimensional
entities and their distribution in space.
Recent literature on GIS is mostly of two kinds: research performed
by computer scientists, and research conducted by end-users (e.g., cartographers, biologists). The rst type of research centers around spatial data structures, data modelling and development of database functions, without speci c applications in mind. The second type of work is
concerned with problems in specifying families of applications, without
taking database support into consideration. This paper combines both
approaches. It presents a framework for modelling GIS applications for
object-oriented databases which is a result of joint work of database
researchers and end users, for environmental planning and control.

1.1 Characterization and problems of GIS applications

One trait common to most GIS applications is their dependence on thematic layers, which consist of data collections about speci c geographic
features (the themes) for a given region { e.g., hidrography layer, geology
layer. A GIS must provide users with facilities for choosing and combining di erent layers (the so-called overlay operations) in order to obtain
the desired views of a region being analyzed. The functions required by
a GIS must handle maintenance and analysis of spatial and non-spatial
data alike. The most complicated cases arrive when both types of data
must be combined in order to allow proper manipulation (e.g., overlay
or connectivity operations involving di erent themes for a given region).
GIS queries may be classi ed into three di erent families [Aro89]:
 presentation of the stored data { e.g, show a map;
 determination of patterns followed by data { e.g., show population
according to socio-economic standards
 predictions of future based on present data { e.g., determine regions
prone to earthquakes
2

The use of databases to support GIS applications is so recent that
many researchers still talk about \computer-based GIS" (as opposed to
\paper-based" systems) [Aro89]. Most automated systems are based on a
spatial data handler module coupled to a sequential le manager. These
systems do not, therefore, take advantage of the facilities provided by a
DBMS, such as logical independence, query language support, storage
management, concurrency control. The fundamental question is how to
embed the spatial aspects in a data model and support this by a DBMS
such that acceptable interfaces (query languages and pictorial interfaces)
can be developed.
Among open problems in the area one can mention:
 the absence of a database system that provides ecient support
to data used in GIS (e.g., handling simultaneously standard and
spatial data). An approach to solve this is extending a DBMS with
spatial data handling procedures [AS91]. Data comes from heterogeneous sources and is traditionally stored and handled in separate
thematic layers, which must be combined to provide information
about a region (using the so-called layer-based functions). As remarked in [Kim90], research in this area is oriented towards adaptation of main memory data structures, and disk based structures
have performance problems.
 the need for adequate querying and interface generation facilities,
to allow users to see multidimensional spatial objects (as in CAD
systems), with the associated geographic features { e.g., vegetation,
climate and soil. Query facilities must allow users to navigate
through and combine thematic layers.
 the lack of proper support for geometric functions (e.g., contiguity,
connectivity, contour). Each application domain needs particular
data interpolation and interpretation procedures, which at present
are coded into the applications, thus increasing their dependence
on data.
 the inexistence of an appropriate data model for GIS applications.
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Researchers on databases and geosciences seem to agree that objectoriented models provide a good basis for developing GIS applications
[KT92]. Results in this area are recent, and there is a lack of experience
with real data.
This paper presents an approach to deal with the modelling problem.
It describes a framework for designing a database to support GIS applications, using the object-oriented paradigm. This database is now being
implemented using the O2 [Da90] object-oriented system. Layer-based
and spatial data handling functions are being implemented as methods,
some of which are based on computational geometry algorithms transplanted to disk operations.
The paper's main objective is to discuss modelling problems and
to present the general modelling strategy, which can be used by other
researchers interested in developing GIS applications. Implementation
details will therefore not be discussed.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a discussion
of database modelling for GIS applications. Section 3 presents our data
modelling steps. Section 4 shows how to use these steps in modelling an
environmental control application. Finally, section 5 presents conclusions
and discusses the present state of the project.

2 Data models for GIS
Geographic data, as described in [Aro89], has four main characteristics:
 its geographic position (coordinates)
 its attributes (non-spatial and spatial data)
 its spatial relationships (which allow relating geographic objects in
space and time)
 its time components (which allow determining when some feature
existed and for which period it was valid) [BFAT91].
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GIS spatial data may be either in raster or in vector format. The
former usually derives from images collected by satellite scans. These
images are divided into regularly shaped pieces, handled in matrices of
cells, where each cell is associated with a set of values for the points inside
the cell, or a single value, an average for the points. Vector format is
based on storing data coordinates, and considering them as sets of points,
lines and polygons to which geometric functions are applied.
One comparison of GIS data models in 2-dimensional space [FG90]
divides them according to the view of reality provided: eld view, object
view. Both are based on a tuple representation, where each attribute
corresponds to a geographical feature and its (x,y) coordinates. The eld
view sees geographic entities on the plane as variables whose values are
de ned everywhere. Regions and segments are the model's basic entities.
The object view sees these entities as sets of independent objects spread
on the plane: points, lines and areas.
Another general classi cation of GIS data models is proposed in
[WD91]. It divides such models in layer-based spatial models and objectbased spatial models. The authors propose a third type of model, which
is a result of combining characteristics from both kinds.
A layer-based model is based on considering data as stored on a set
of layers containing spatial data and thematic information. Layers can
be combined to build new layers, using local, focal and zonal operations,
depending on the space unit considered.
Object-based spatial models combine the properties of object orientation and special geometric attributes { point, line and polygon. In this
framework, a forest may be modelled by a polygon, plus components
describing its features such as vegetation, soil and fauna. Operations on
this model may be set-based, topological, metric or euclidean.
[FG90]'s classi cation considers the end-users' point of view. [WD91]'s
classi cation uses database concepts. However, it is based on the assumption that spatial models that use geometric operations are all objectoriented. This, however, is seldom the case. Commercial systems that
implement geometric operations are all relational-based. We propose
a di erent classi cation, based on the underlying data model and its
5

support by a DBMS:
 at le model { these are the models that do not depend on any
underlying database. The design is based on partitioning data according to the procedures that will be applied, and queries consist
of sequences of procedures executed on these partitions. The operations performed are usually raster-based, on layers, corresponding
to the layer-based model of [WD91];
 relational model { these models are based on relational systems.
Data is organized in tables. Storage management is often handled by two systems: the relational DBMS supports alphanumeric
data, and another system processes spatial data. One example
is the ARC-INFO [Env92] commercial system, which is based on
combining thematic layers with the vector model using a relational
system. Layers can contain either raster generated data or vectorbased data. However, each type of data is handled by a di erent
facility (e.g., textual data by a relational DBMS, image data by
special procedures), so that the model must be supported by a
complex combination of software modules that interact with the
DBMS.
 extensible relational model { these rely on facilities provided by extensible relational models. This is an intermediate step between
the previous model and object-oriented models, in the sense that
data nesting is allowed and procedures can be attached to relation
elds. Data nesting helps handling vector data { e.g., the value
of one nested attribute may be a set of coordinates, representing a polygon. Examples of the use of this approach are [HC91],
which describes the modelling and implementation of GIS using
Starburst, and [vOV91], which add R-tree and graphical display
modules on top of POSTGRES.
 object-oriented model { based on variations of the object-oriented
paradigm. There follows some examples of this type of GIS.
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[Lor91] discusses GIS querying facilities in an object-oriented system
based on non- rst normal form objects. [KT92] analyzes the representation of spatial relationships between objects in the Zenith object
manager. Geographic objects are modelled as aggregations of geometric
objects (lines, points and polygons). These geometric objects contain
spatial and non-spatial (textual) properties. The Zenith system is an
object manager that allows de ning attributes (properties) for objects
and relationships. Furthermore, it supports versions, which enables users
to study the evolution of speci c georeferenced objects. The paper's emphasis is on how this manager supports geographic relationships, which
are implemented as links among objects.
[ZM92] propose coupling an object model with an expert system in
order to allow processing GIS applications. The paper concentrates on
de ning core classes (point, line, polygon) and combining them into composition and inheritance relationships. The implementation is based in
the CLIPS/COOL programming environment, a C-based expert system
with object oriented features. This is not a persistent language, and
therefore is not database supported.
[BDK92] model GIS cartographic applications using two levels of
abstraction: Map and Geometry. The Map level is a set of tuples, containing spatial and non-spatial components. Spatial components belong
to the Geometry level. It contains elements for cartographic processing
{point, arc and polygon { and objects which are sets of these elements,
for set-based operations { adjacency, intersection, containment. This
model was implemented in the V1 prototype of the O2 system and the
modelling was directed at this implementation. Therefore, some compromises had to be made to allow implementation. The same model was
used, with modi cations, in [Voi92].

3 The modelling framework
This section describes our modelling framework. This framework is based
on a combination of results from the GIS modelling literature and our
personal experience in working with real-life problems. Thus, it mixes
7

modelling from a database point of view and GIS modelling concerns as
expressed by end-users.

3.1 The database view

From the database modelling point of view, most traditional GIS applications present the advantage that there is very little update activity after
data is loaded. Thus, most transactions are read-only. Many concerns
present in conventional database applications (e.g., constraint maintenance, schema and data evolution, version control) can be ignored1 . Integrity veri cation and data adjustment can be processed during load
time. Modelling issues can thus be restricted to
 choice of data model
 choice of base and complex data types
 choice of data manipulation functions for queries

Choice of data model

We settled on an object-oriented model. Since there is no standard
de nition for such models, we chose [Bee89]'s class-based framework. An
object is an instance of a class. It is characterized by its state (contents)
and behavior (methods), and is subject to inheritance and composition
properties. Objects can be composed into more complex objects using
constructors. The database schema is de ned by its composition and
inheritance graphs, as well as the applicable methods.
Object-orientation supports reuse and evolution, which we believe
will be needed for future GIS applications. It provides the following
facilities which are needed by GIS:
 It supports the creation of new data types based on aggregating
existing objects. An example, for instance, is the speci cation of
1
We believe this has been the case because applications are not supported by
databases, which renders update operations very complex. Once users obtain proper
database support, applications will start demanding treatment of data evolution.
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a geographic region as an aggregate of area, mountain range and
hidrography components. The area, the rivers and the range of
mountains are objects de ned elsewhere.
It provides means for establishing complex relationships among objects, by means of composition and inheritance links. One example
is the description of contiguity relationships between di erent roads
in a given area.
It allows classifying phenomena in taxonomies according to their
characteristics, and accessing them via this taxonomy using the
inheritance relationships { e.g., minerals or fauna.
It permits modelling of the dynamic behavior of natural phenomena (using methods), and describing their physical properties. Thus,
the system can easily provide answers to pattern and prediction
queries.

Choice of Data types

Unlike previous work on GIS modelling, we do not explicitly di erentiate between spatial and non-spatial data. We consider georeferenced
objects to be aggregates of other objects, some of which may have spatial
characteristics, and are subject to geometric processing methods. Furthermore, like other GIS data models, we allow both raster and vectorbased data. To combine both types of data, we transform raster data
into vector data, by treating it as a grid of cells. Each cell is represented by a point whose coordinates are determined by the cell's center.
The cell's non-spatial attributes are represented by their average value.
The choice of vector-based format is due to the vast experience in the
eld of computational geometry in implementing geometric functions.
It is necessary, however, to adapt the existing in-memory algorithms to
handle large volumes of data stored on disk. Raster images are also
kept as components, thus allowing them to be displayed using graphical
methods.
We propose the following base types
9

Basic geographic feature types. These are non-spatial features
describing geographic phenomena independent of their location {
e.g., Soil, Minerals.
 Image. Bitmaps containing pictorial data
 Geometric feature types. They are the basis for all spatial
operations:
Point, Line, Polygon { similar to other models
Spatial object { describes the spatial characteristics of geographic
objects. It is an aggregate of other Spatial objects and Images.
Any Geographic object is a combination of Basic Features, Images,
Spatial objects and other Geographic objects.
Most object-oriented data models for GIS create geographic objects
by establishing composition links between non-spatial and spatial objects. We decided, instead, to model geographic objects using inheritance. Thus, instead of modelling the usual
"a geographic object contains spatial objects".
we model the fact:
" a geographic object is-a spatial object"
This is closer to the semantics of geographic applications. In the other
type of modelling, geometric operations on sets of geographic objects are
performed on their spatial component, which is perceived as a "di erent" type of component. In our model, geometric operations are methods
sent to the Spatial object class, which is inherited by all geographic object classes. Thus, they are perceived as being applied to the whole
geographic object. For instance, to determine if there is an intersection
between two regions, users of the rst type of model must pose the query
Region1.spatial component intersects Region2.spatial component
whereas users of our model pose the query
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Region1 intersects Region2

Choice of data manipulation functions

There are basically three types of functions: spatial functions, nonspatial functions and functions that combine features from both. The
rst are geometric functions, which are application independent. The
other two types depend on the application and user needs.
Since we choose to treat spatial data in vector format, the Point,
Line, Polygon objects are the basis of spatial operations. The use
of points as a basic type allows a collection of spatial operators, such
as union, intersection and di erence, as well as predicates as overlap,
containment and proximity. Types Line, Polygon are in principle super uous, since they are sets of Points. However, while point sets are
good for expressing certain relationships, they lack the power for expressing others such as topological neighborhood. For this reason, it is
more convenient to keep the three basic types apart, each with speci c
methods. The type Point can be further specialized by creating 2D and
3D subtypes, but we will not enter into this level of detail.
This paper is not concerned with implementation issues and therefore
we do not discuss the details of methods executing geometric operations.
We adopt the operations of [Aro89]:
 correction and transformation of coordinates { geometric transformations, edge matching, coordinate thinning;
 measurement { length, area, distance;
 neighborhood { topographic functions, intersection, contour, interpolation;
 connectivity { contiguity, proximity, network, intervisibility

3.2 The GIS-user view

The modelling of GIS applications involves basically three kinds of variables from the end-user point of view:
11





primary thematic layers
derived thematic layers
granularity spread

Primary thematic layers

GIS manipulate a variety of thematic features: vegetation, climate,
road network, human settlements, industrial development zones and others. We call primary layer any layer that can be built from a single thematic feature. Each family of applications concentrates on a subset of
these layers. An important issue is to de ne what are the primary layers
needed for an application.
Our work concerns the development of applications for environmental
control in non-settled areas. Thus, according to user requirements, we
need data on the following primary layers: geological structure, relief,
climate, hidrography, soil, vegetation and fauna.

Derived data layers

Primary layers are not enough to model a geographic region. Sometimes, it is necessary to combine data from di erent layers in order to
create another layer. We call this type of layer derived layer, to indicate
that it contains features which cannot be inferred from any single feature
(as opposed to primary layers). Derived layers can be dynamically generated at query time, or created and stored as any other layer. They can
undergo any layer-based operation. Their creation and materialization
mechanisms can be treated as if they were database views.
For instance, a Climate (derived) layer needs to combine data on
temperature, atmospheric pressure, winds, humidity, rainfall, solar exposure which come from di erent primary layers. Climate information
is used so frequently in GIS applications that it is advisable to keep it
materialized.
Thematic data su ers from the fact that it is collected by di erent
technologies and methodologies, according to the feature represented.
Building a derived layer requires taking this into consideration. For instance, socio-economic data is collected by eld interviews and income
12

tax information. Vegetation data is collected by means of satellite surveys and ground data checking. An environmental planning application
may want to check vegetation zones against human settlement characteristics. This requires nding some common unit, at query time, to
combine both layers. Since derived layers depend on user needs, the
functions to build them are application dependent.

Granularity spread

We name granularity spread the scale, amount and level of data detail
to be supported by the database. Di erent types of users may want to
analyze the same feature from a ner or rougher level of detail. Normally,
only primary layers undergo this type of analysis.
For instance, biologists may want to examine the vegetation of a
region from a low-level point of view { individual plant species and their
characteristics. Geographers, however, work from a more abstract point
of view and are only interested in dividing an area in vegetation zones
{ brush, prairie, forest { without concerning themselves with isolated
species.
Environmental control applications must cater to all levels of users
and must therefore support a wide spread of level of detail. This is
usually done bottom-up (i.e., starting from a basic level to more complex
levels, similar to building complex objects from atomic values). In our
example in section 4, for instance, we start from Mineral to Rock (both
basic geographic features) and use Rock to build the Geology hierarchy.

3.3 Modelling steps

Given that we have chosen the object-oriented model, modelling consists
in determining class hierarchies and their composition links, and de ning
appropriate methods.
The basis for all geometric operations is the Point class, which supports all geometric manipulation methods. This is similar to other modelling proposals in object oriented GIS (e.g., [KT92, Voi92]). The difference lies in that this special class is transparent to end-users, in the
sense that spatial properties are treated as any other properties.
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The rst modelling step is to de ne the Spatial object class. Besides standard geometric functions, the user may need application- speci c spatial functions (e.g., the cartographic operations of [Voi92]). The
schema type speci cation can be described, at high level, as follows. The
tuple constructor is used to combine heterogenous components, as in all
object-oriented models.
class Point : point speci cation
class Line: tuple(line name, set(Point))
class Polygon: tuple (poly name, set(Line))
class Spatial object: tuple (obj name, geometry (Points, Lines,
Polygons), image)
A parallel step concerns de ning Basic geographic features, which
contain atomic values (e.g., integers,strings), images and other basic features:
class B feat name: tuple (atomic values, images, B feat)
Next, geographic object classes are built combining atomic values,
basic features and geographic object features. These classes can represent objects for di erent primary and derived layers, at varying granularity spreads. As seen in section 3, geographic objects inherit from
spatial objects.
class Geo obj name inherit from Spatial object :
tuple (atomic,B feat, Geo obj).
The resulting classes are all combined into a high-level Region class,
which contains all components of interest for a combined analysis of
geographic features.
From a joint database designer and end-user point of view, the modelling steps can therefore be summarized as follows:
1. de ne the basic types Point, Line, Polygon, Spatial object;
2. de ne the Basic feature classes;
3. de ne primary data layer geographic objects using the lowest granularity desired;
4. repeat until all layers to be stored are de ned
14

(a) de ne primary data layer objects at higher granularity
(b) de ne derived data layer objects
5. de ne Region class

4 Modelling example - environmental control
This section describes the modelling of an environmental control application using the steps of section 3. The schema is written using an
O2-like syntax, where all types are public. Speci c language-dependent
details are ommitted since they do not contribute to the understanding
of the modelling process. The point coordinate system chosen is UTM
(Universal Mercator).

1) Point, Line, Polygon, Spatial object

class Point type tuple (latitude, longitude:Real)
class Line type tuple (name: String, coord: set(Point))
class Polygon type tuple (name: String, segment: set(Line))
class Spatial object type tuple (name: string, geo image:Image
class Spatial ob polygon inherits Spatial object
type tuple(geometry: Polygon)

(spatial object classes with points and lines are de ned similarly)

2)a) Basic features { primary, low-level

class Plant type tuple (name, species, genus, family: String, photo: Image)

(other basic feature classes are Mineral, Temperature, Pressure,
Fauna)

2)b) Basic features { primary, higher-level
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class Rock type tuple (name, formation: String; composition: set(Mineral))

3) and 4) Geographic objects { primary, varying levels

class Soil inherit Spatial ob polygon
type tuple (humus, granulometry: Integer; texture, origin, structure: String)
class Geology inherit Spatial ob polygon type tuple (gtype:String)
class Fold inherit Geology type tuple (rock: set(Rock))

(other Geology subclasses are Fault, Contact)

class Topology inherit Spatial ob polygon
type tuple (altitude: Integer)

(Topology subclasses are Depression, Valley, Mountain)

class Vegetation inherit Spatial ob polygon
type tuple (vcover: set (Plant))

Other primary classes are Hidrology, Fauna zone, Temp zone,
Pressure zone, Rain zone. The last three divide areas in zones ac-

cording to average temperature, atmospheric pressure and rainfall indices.

4) Geographic objects { derived, varying levels

class Climate zone inherit Spatial ob polygon
type tuple (ctype:String, temp: Temp zone, press: Pressure zone,
rain: Rain zone
class Mountain range inherit Spatial ob polygon
type tuple (name: String, topo: Topography, veg: set(Vegetation))

Climate zone is an example of a derived class that must be computed with a user-de ned function on temperature, pressure and rainfall
data.
5) Region class
The Region class is a tuple containing Soil, Crop, Forest, Hidrog16

raphy, Depression, Fold, Fault, Climate zone.

The gure shows the inheritance graph for geographic objects. Phenomena marked with asterisks correspond to stored derived layers. Given
the data types, users can already de ne queries, even if methods are not
present:
 Create a soil texture view grouping regions by texture of soil
group r in Region by (texture: r.soil.texture)
(the result is a set of Region tuples organized according to the
regions' soil texture elds)
 nd hot regions { annual average temperature > 80F and rainfall
> 200mm
de ne hot temp as
select tuple (lat:zt.latitude, long: zt.longitude)
from zt in Temp zone where zt.value > 70F
de ne hot rain as
select tuple (lat:zr.latitude, long: zr.longitude)
from zr in Rain zone where zr.value > 200
the above de nitions specify two views that return sets of space
points where temperature and rainfall are as desired.
Query: hot temp + hot rain (intersects both sets of tuples)

5 Conclusions
This paper presented a framework for modelling GIS applications using object-oriented databases. The modelling combines features from
layer (raster-based) and vector data and the object-oriented framework.
Instead of using small data samples or randomly generated data, the
problem is discussed based on the experience of modelling a real-life
application in the area of environmental control.
In order to specify the application, it was necessary to interact intensively with the end-users { in this case, biologists, geologists and
17
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engineers { who had little experience with database systems. The users
were, however, experts in handling GIS queries using a at- le system
(the rst type of model in our taxonomy). Thus, one nontrivial task in
the modelling activity was to understand users' standard sequences of
le operations for answering a query. From those, it was necessary to
determine the appropriate base objects and classes, and a set of views.
Present and future work involves both modelling and implementation
issues. We have started to implement one application, using data from
the Cantareira Region, S~ao Paulo State { an area of 2.000 km2. The
area's primary, low level layer data is stored in sequential character string
les which are presently manipulated by the users' at le GIS manager.
The rst step under way is to transform this data into geographic objects
to be handled by the O2 database system. We expect to have a rst
prototype ready by the beginning of August. The results obtained will
be used to improve future modelling procedures.
Future work also includes transforming algorithms in computational
geometry (e.g., connectivity functions) to be applied to spatial data
stored on disk, in order to answer more complex queries on georeferenced data. As well, there is an interest in creating appropriate interface
functions to let users interact directly with geographic objects.
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